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Just a week ago I drove to Schenectady, to my mother’s grave. I said Kaddish, and I 

caught her up on things.  I bragged about her grandchildren.  I opened up to her about 

my own struggles and challenges.  People will often sheepishly ask me if they’re crazy, 

because they still talk to their loved ones, long after they’re gone.  And I tell them that I 

personally feel safe in those conversations; those conversations that help fill the 

emptiness, the terrible void, with comfort and strength.  

And now, late in the day, as we gather for Yiskor, we turn to thoughts of grief, of 

memory and love. And so here, at this sacred Yiskor hour, we remove the masks of 

stoicism, we collapse our defenses; and we allow all the dimensions of our grief to well 

up within us.  The tears.  The sadness. The emptiness.  The struggle.   

Yiskor is about loss and letting go, but it is also about love, the precious, unending love, 

and Yiskor is about memory and the beautiful, pleasing signs that they are still 

pleasantly with us. Because death is not the end. Because memory lights up the past 

like a rich, beautiful portrait right before us. Because memory inspires laughter, and 

sweet, gentle joy; because memory lifts us up and carries us forward. 

Sometimes, grief is soothed when we look at a picture of them, or light their candle 

sticks, or wear their watch or ear rings. Sometimes it’s soothed when we serve the 

brisket they used to make, or when we gather for their favorite holiday, or watch their 

favorite team play.  What author Marilynne Robinson calls “how my life becomes your 

life, like lighting one candle from another.”  

And because the day is ending and the gates of repentance will soon close, the soft, 

solemnity of this Yiskor hour is bathed in some urgency. To try to forgive the difficult 

parts of their lives, and to atone for the pain we sometimes caused them, and even 

forgive ourselves.  To remember the best of who they were, and to honor the best of 

who they were in our own lives.  

Finally, Yiskor is the faith in that mysterious, sacred bridge they cross, into the Peace of 

Life Eternal, in God’s protective care.  Faith that even in death, in some special way, 

they continue to accompany us through all the days and seasons.  And at this late 

Yiskor hour, as the gates close, we can take comfort that they are at peace, and so we 

turn to thoughts of the new year, a new chapter. New vistas in sight, new opportunities 

for living and growing. Hearts broken can become hearts restored.    
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